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Always ready  
for any mission.
The long range high speed SAR helicopter with proven 

high readiness even in the harshest conditions.
Rapid takeoff in less than 5 minutes.

A true all weather helicopter, the only one with full 
de-icing certified up to severe icing conditions.

Single/dual hoist

Electro Optical System

Additional energy absorbing pod fuel tanks

Weather search radar

Search light

Emergency Floatation System

De-icing
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By day and night  
with a NVG*  

compatible cockpit.
Reliable and efficient 
on mission anytime, 

anywhere. 
*Night Vision Goggles
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Cockpit crew will appreciate:

The unrivalled autopilot assistance specialized 
for SAR.

SAR modes with search patterns and automatic 
transition to the hover with 1m precision starting 
from any flight attitude. Then the use of “ground 
speed” mode control from cockpit or cabin.

The real time display of power margins.

The SAR crews 
preferred helicopter.
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Your partner in saving 
life missions.

Increased crew and medical staff efficiency 
thanks to a cabin designed for SAR.

Cabin crew will appreciate:

Precise hoisting and hover control 
from the cabin.

The long cabin with wet and dry areas, 
large windows and two large sliding doors. 

The low vibration limiting crew fatigue, 
increasing survivor comfort, aiding survivor 
recovery, improving medical equipment 
readability and reliability.

Your crew will be more efficient 
throughout the mission.
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The H225 provides you with unrivalled flight 
envelope protection covering, amongst others, 
Control Flight Into Terrain and Vortex Ring.

Piloting assistance includes automatic traffic 
collision avoidance, automatic rig approach 
up to the visual decision point as well as RNP* 
approach down to LPV** minima.

To increase the safety and efficiency in 
offshore operations through an optimum use 
of automation, Airbus issued a H225 Flight 
Crew Operating Manual (FCOM) developed 
with operators.

No need for internal fuel tank 
even for extended range. 

* RNP: Required Navigation Performance
** LPV: Localizer Performance with Vertical Guidance

The long range 
crew change 
solution.
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When multirole is 
your major concern.

With a wide choice of mission equipment, a multirole railed 
cabin floor and quick role change capability, you can address 

a wide range of missions: Commercial Air Transport, SAR, 
Law enforcement, Firefighting, Medevac, Humanitarian, 

Disaster relief, Aerial work... 
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An optimized 
firefighting asset.
Choice of Bambi-bucket (up to 4,000 kg), 
belly tank or water cannon solutions.

A civil certified helicopter for both fighting the fire 
and transporting fire fighters to/from the scene. 
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A step change  
in aerial work.
The only one class-C certified for hook 
operation (e.g. used for cable laying).

Benefiting of the unrivalled autopilot assistance 
and precision.

In addition to: 
High load capability of up to 4,750kg external 
or 4,000kg internal.

Quick role change and multirole capabilities.
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Airbus Corporate Helicopters (ACH), is the 
dedicated Airbus Helicopters platform for 
its private and business aviation customers 
offering end to end service-based ownership 
experience.

The Heads  
of State and 
Governments 
choice.

To know more download the ACH App
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MTOW

Ext. load

Std. fuel tank capacity

RoA

MTOW with ext. load

Int. load

With aux. fuel tank

11,160kg

4,750kg

2,044kg

11,200kg

4,000kg

3,142kg

19pax @ 210NM

Pilots

Fast cruise speed

Max. rangeSeats
5

Stretchers
6 2

Medical 
walls

+ or

or1 or 2

146kts

>600NM

Comfort 
seats

Troop 
seats

19 28+

Max. altitude
20,000ft 

Always ready
for any mission.

VIP configuration
10 + 1
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HCare by Airbus Helicopters, a complete 
service offer: whatever your need, where ever 
you operate, there is a customized solution 
for you, extending your missions and operations, 
enhancing Safety, Availability, Reactivity  
and Cost optimization.

A comprehensive range of solutions: Material 
Management, Technical Support, Helicopter 
Maintenance and Upgrades, Training and Flight 
Ops, Connected services. 

Important to you, 
essential to us.

Low maintenance downtime and a light daily servicing.

Spheriflex® bearingless main rotor head with no overhaul.

Easy accessibility with built-in steps and engine cowlings 
designed as working platforms.

Anticipate your fleet management 
thanks to real time Usage monitoring 

data transmission.

Low maintenance 
downtime to serve 

your operational 
availability.
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